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Method

Program redundancy can be reduced by creating 
a grouping of predefined statements: Method
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Optional input(s)

Optional output(s)

Method Statements



Defining a simple Method

public static void methodName()

{

// Statement(s)

}

public static void printNumbers()

{

for(int i=1; i<=5; i++)

System.out.println(i);

}
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Method Signature 



Executing (Calling) a Method
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Methods with Input (parameter)

Let’s modify the previous method to print 
numbers 1 to N

public static void printNumbers(int number)

{

for(int i=1; i<= number; i++)

System.out.println(i);

}
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type name



Methods with Input
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Methods with Parameters

Let’s modify the previous method to print 
numbers from num1 to num2

public static void printNumbers(int num1, int num2)

{

for(int i=num1; i<= num2; i++)

System.out.println(i);

}
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Methods with Parameters
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Methods with Output

Let’s modify the previous method to return 
summation of numbers 1 to N

public static int sumNumbers(int num1, int num2)

{

int sum = 0;

for(int i=num1; i<= num2; i++)

sum+=i;

return sum;

}
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return type is the exact 
type as the variable 
being returned



Methods with Output
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Methods with Output
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Returns nothing!



Back to the First Program
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public static void main(String[] args)

void:  nothing is returned

main: where program starts

String[] args: this is a method that has one argument

More on this later in the course!



Question!
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Didn’t we learn to use loops to avoid repeating a code?

Why Methods?



Question!
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Didn’t we learn to use loops to avoid repeating a code?

Why Methods?

• A method is a piece of code that we can run anytime just by 
calling it into action

• Methods make your program cleaner!



When to write methods?
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From experience, whenever you copy and paste 
a code that’s a great sign that you need to 
generate a method!

Sometimes, eclipse can help you refactor your code to 
a method!



Extract Method with Eclipse
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alt+shift+m



Extract Method with Eclipse
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Example
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Our ABS method

public static int myABS(int number)
{

if(number>=0)
return number;

else 
return –1 * number;

}

public static int myABS(int number)
{

if(number>=0)
return number;

return –1 * number;
}



Example
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Pyramid method with for N rows with a 
specified character

e.g., N=4, c=‘*’

*
**
***
****



Example
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public static void printPyramid(int rows, char c)
{

for(int i=1; i<=rows; i++)

{

for (int j=1; j<=i;j++)

System.out.print(c);

System.out.println();

}

}

printPyramid(10, ‘#’);



Documenting your Methods
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public static int printNumbers(int num1, int num2)

{

int sum = 0;

for(int i=num1; i<= num2; i++)

sum+=i;

return sum;

}

Press alt+shift+j to generate Javadoc for your method

Then hover your cursor on the method call to see the documentation



isUpperCase Method
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Implement your own isUpperCase method for input char



Calling Methods in Methods
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Program: Write a method that determines if all the letters in a 
String are uppercase. Use the previous method for upper case.



Calling Methods in Methods
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Program: Write a method that determines if all the letters in a 
String are uppercase. Use the previous method for upper case.



Method Calls
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What is the output of following code?

Do not program it! Use a pen and debug the program!

a) 3 2 3

b) 2 3 3

c) 3 2 2

d) 2 2 3 



Method Calls
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1. print2 is executed: printing 3 and returning 1
2. print1 is executed with input 1: printing 2 and returning 2
3. The print statement in the main function is executed with value 2



Method Calls
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What is the output of following code?

Do not program it! Use a pen and debug the program!

a) 3 4 4 4

b) 3 3 4 4

c) 3 4 4 3

d) 3 3 4 3 



Method Calls
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method1 is called 
with input 3

Prints 3 and returns 
method2(4)

method2 is called 
with input 4

Prints 4 and 
return 4

Back to main, 
method2 is called 

with value 4

Prints 4 and 
return 4

Back to main 4 is 
printed

3

4

4

4



Class Activity
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Euler’s Number: 2.7182818284590452353602874713527 (and more ...)

Write a method that calculates this number with 

n=0 to 5

n=0 to 100

n=0 to 1000

Check your estimations!


